
INDEX

For references to particular articles of treaties, see the Table of Treaties.

Abbreviations used in the index
ACHR (American Convention on Human Rights (1969))
ALRC Report (Australian Law Reform Commission Report on Foreign State

Immunity (1984))
CC (Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation (1944))
CERD (UN Committee/Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

(1965))
CISG (Contracts for the International Sale of Goods Convention (1980))
CoE (Council of Europe)
CPC (Papua New Guinea Constitutional Planning Committee)
CPT (European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or

Degrading Treatment or Punishment)
CRC (UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989))
ECHR (European Convention on Human Rights (1950))
ECRI (European Commission against Racism and Intolerance)
ECtHR (European Court of Human Rights)
EEZ (exclusive economic zone)
FCN treaties (Friendship, Commerce and Navigation treaties)
FSIA (Australian State Immunities Act (1985))
GC (1948) (Genocide Convention (1948))
HKSAR (Hong Kong Special Administrative Region)
ICCPR (International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966))
ICJ (International Court of Justice)/(Statute of the International Court of Justice)
ICTY (International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia)
ILC (International Law Commission)
IPPC (Internationally Protected Persons Convention (1973))
ITLOS (International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea)
MAC (European Mutual Assistance Convention (1959))
MACMT (Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Treaty (Djibouti–France)

(1986))
PCIJ (Permanent Court of International Justice)
PNG (Papua New Guinea)
ROC (Rules of Court)
SIAC (UK Special Immigration Appeals Commission)
StGB (Criminal Code (FRG))
StPO (Criminal Procedure Code (FRG))
TC (Torture Convention (1984))
TRNC (Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus)
UDHR (Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948))
UNC (Un Charter (1945))
UNCLOS (UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982))
UNHRC (UN Human Rights Committee)
UNSCR (Security Council resolution)
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INDEX 745

VCCR (Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (1963))
VCCR (OP) (Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (1963, Optional

Protocol on the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes))
VCDR (Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations (1961))
VCLT (Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969))

A v. UK (ECtHR)
admissibility of new arguments/bases of jurisdiction 427
alleged violation of ECHR 3/ECHR 13 (torture or inhuman treatment/right to

effective remedy) 414-21
admissibility

‘manifestly ill-founded’/lack of effective remedy 417
‘sufficiently serious questions/complex issues of law’ and 417

Court’s analysis and assessment 417-21
application of principles 419-21
general principles 418-19

joinder to merits 417
parties’ submissions

applicants 415-16
respondent government 416-17

alleged violation of ECHR 5(1) in conjunction with ECHR 13 (lawful
detention/effective remedy) 449

alleged violation of ECHR 5(1)(f ) (lawful detention with view to deportation)
421-38

admissibility 428
‘sufficiently serious questions/complex issues of law’ and 428

Court’s analysis and assessment 427-38
derogation in time of emergency (ECHR 15) as justification 421-2
lawfulness of detention 428-32
parties’ submissions

applicants 422-4
respondent government 424-6
third-party intervener 426-7

preliminary objections
government’s obligation to take consistent position in municipal courts and

ECtHR 427
government’s right to challenge decision of municipal court 427-8

alleged violation of ECHR 5(4) (right to take proceedings to establish lawfulness of
detention) 438-48

admissibility 440-1
‘manifestly ill-founded’ 440-1
‘sufficiently serious questions/complex issues of law’ and 441

Court’s analysis and assessment 440-8
application of principles 445-8
principles arising from the jurisprudence 441-5

parties’ submissions
applicants 439
respondent government 439-40
third-party intervener 440

alleged violation of ECHR 5(5) (compensation for violation of ECHR 5) 449-50
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746 INDEX

A v. UK (ECtHR) (cont.)
alleged violation of ECHR 6 (fair trial/fair hearing) 450-1
alleged violations of ECHR 3/ECHR 13 (torture or inhuman treatment/right to

effective remedy): see inhuman or degrading treatment (ECHR 3)
arrest or detention, right to take proceedings to establish lawfulness (ECHR 5(4))

438-48
as lex specialis 441
procedural fairness 441
scope of judicial review/competence of court 441

Court’s decision 456-8
derogation in time of emergency (ECHR 15) 431-8

‘emergency’
duration, relevance 434-5
margin of appreciation 432-3, 435
‘threatening the life of the nation’ (ECHR 15(1)) 433-8

margin of appreciation 432-3, 435
ECtHR supervision of compliance with 432-3

measures ‘strictly required’ 435-8
margin of appreciation 432-3, 435-6

non-discrimination obligation (ECHR 14) 436-8
proportionality/rationality and 339-40, 340n.9, 435-6
review of measures in general vs review of application to individual 436-7

domestic law and practice 396-405
Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001, Part 4 (Immigration and Asylum)

398-400: see also United Kingdom, terrorism, legislation relating to,
Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001, Part 4 (Immigration and
Asylum)

certification procedures (s 21) 398-9
CoE materials relating to 411-12
deportation, removal etc. (s 22) 399
detention (s 23) 399-400
domestic and international comment on 405-11

Human Rights Act 1998, declaration of incompatibility (s 4) 401
Immigration Act 1971, s 3(5) (deportation order against

non-national)/detention pending deportation 396
SIAC, role and procedure 400-1

special advocate’s role/‘closed material’ 402-5
Terrorism Act 2000 396-8

membership and support of terrorist organizations (Part II) 397-8
‘terrorism’ (s 1) 396-7

Terrorism Act 2006, scope/object and purpose 401
effective remedy before national authority, need for (ECHR 13) 420-1
factual background

Anti-terrorism Crime and Security Act 2001
adoption and certifications under 362
replacement of Part 4 with control orders regime (January 2005) 395

certification proceedings (generic judgment and appeals) 369-71
certification proceedings (individual determinations) 372-90

applicant 1 372-4
applicant 2 374-6
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INDEX 747

applicant 3 376-7
applicant 4 377-9
applicant 5 379-81
applicant 6 381-2
applicant 7 382-3
applicant 8 383-6
applicant 9 386-7
applicant 10 387-8
applicant 11 388-90

derogation notice (18 December 2001) (ECHR 15), text 359-62
derogation proceedings (Court of Appeal) 364-5
derogation proceedings (House of Lords) 365-9
derogation proceedings (SIAC) 362-4
detention conditions and effect on health 391-3, 408-9
notices of intention to deport (11 August 2005) 395
Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005, adoption 395
release on bail (applicant 5) 393-5

inhuman or degrading treatment (ECHR 3)
benchmark/threshold 418
derogation, exclusion 418
detention conditions and 391-3, 408-9, 418-19

failure to exhaust domestic remedies and 420
detention for indefinite period [without hope of release] 418-20

just satisfaction (ECHR 41) 451-6
compensation 451-5

pecuniary loss (relevant factors) 454-5
costs and expenses 455-6
interest 456

lawful detention with view to deportation (ECHR 5(1)(f )) 428-32: see also liberty
and security of person, right to (ECHR 5), exceptions, lawful arrest or
detention to prevent unauthorized entry or with a view to
deportation/expulsion of alien (ECHR 5(1)(f ))

‘deprived of’/arbitrary deprivation (ECHR 5(1)), criteria 429
derogation in time of emergency (ECHR 15), balance of interests between

public interest and rights of individual 431-2
impossibility of deportation/expulsion and

removal to country where real risk of inhumane treatment (ECHR 3) and 430
within a reasonable time 430

‘in accordance with procedure prescribed by law’ (ECHR 5(1)) requirement
429

‘reasonably necessary’ requirement 429
‘with a view to’ 430-2

margin of appreciation as tool in relationship between ECtHR and municipal
authorities and between municipal authorities distinguished 436

non-disclosure/‘closed material’: see non-disclosure/use of ‘closed material’
(national security considerations)

non-disclosure/use of ‘closed material’ (national security considerations) 413-14,
441-5

counterbalancing measures 443-5
special advocate procedure 444-5
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748 INDEX

A v. UK (ECtHR) (cont.)
SIAC 400-1

primacy of municipal courts’ role in determining compliance with Convention/
subsidiarity principle 433

procedural history 357-8
‘public emergency’ (ICCPR 4(1)) 412-13

admissibility (ECtHR)
joinder with merits (ECHR 29(1)) 240-1, 417
manifestly ill-founded applications (ECHR 35(3) [27(2)]) 265, 417, 440-1
new arguments/bases of jurisdiction 427
‘sufficiently serious questions/complex issues of law’ and 325, 417, 428,

441
admissibility (ICJ) (ROC 79), jurisdiction distinguished 29-31
airspace, sovereignty over (CC 1) 699-701, 721
AME (Australian High Court)

applicable law 526-8
Court’s role 523-6
factual background: see also Papua New Guinea (PNG)

applicant’s personal situation 506-7
‘real foreign citizenship’ 513, 537, 538-9

citizenship prior to independence 509, 530-2
Independence Act 1975/PNG Constitution, interrelationship 529-30
PNG citizenship (Constitution) 509-17
PNG independence 507-8
right to permanent residence in Australia 515-17, 532-5

issues for decision (as set out in case stated) 507-8, 528-9
applicability of Migration Act ss 189, 196 and 198 to applicant 508, 514-17,

522-3
costs of stated case/stated case hearing 508, 522-3, 529
responses (separate opinion) 553-4
termination of Applicant’s Australian citizenship (reg 4) 507, 513-14, 522-3,

529, 539-52
validity of PNG Independence Act 1975, s 6 508, 518-20, 522-3, 528
validity of reg 4 507, 517-23, 528, 535-9, 544-8

international law considerations 549-52
separate opinion (Kirby) 523-54

archaeological and historical objects found at sea (UNCLOS 303) 484-5, 495-6
arrest or detention, right to take proceedings to establish lawfulness (ECHR 5(4)

and ECHR 6(1)) 438-48: see also A v. UK (ECtHR), alleged violation of
ECHR 5(4) (right to take proceedings to establish lawfulness of detention);
effective remedy before national authority, need for (ECHR 13)

authority of court to decide lawfulness/order release requirement 441
ECHR 5(4) and 6(1) compared 441-2
jurisprudence

Becciev 442
Bouamar 441-2
Chahal 441, 444-5
E v. Norway 441
Fodale 442
Ireland v. UK 441
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INDEX 749

Lamy 442
Nikolova 442
Reinprecht 441-2
Ţurcan 442
Weeks 441
Włoch 441-2

‘lawful’ (ECHR 5(1)) as applicable standard 441
as lex specialis 441
procedural fairness (including fair trial/hearing/rule of law) 441

adversarial procedure 442
equality of arms 442

scope of judicial review/extent of right 441
SIAC (UK) proceedings and 446-8

Australia
Constitution by section

51(xix) (naturalization and immigrants (aliens’ power)) 520-2, 544-8
51(xxvii) (immigration and emigration) 520, 549
51(xxx) (relations between Commonwealth and islands of the Pacific) 520
51(xxxi) (just terms) 542-3
122 (territories’ power) 517, 519-22, 541-4

Constitution, interpretation, international law and 549-52
FSIA 1985

consistency with common law 571
interpretation, ALRC Report and 571-2, 585-8, 590
State Immunity Act (UK) compared 572-3

FSIA 1985 by section
3(1) (‘foreign State’), ‘head of foreign State’ (FSIA 3(3)) distinguished 570-1
3(3) (head of foreign State or political division of foreign State in public

capacity), ‘foreign State’ (FSIA 3(1)) distinguished 570-1
9 (general immunity) 557-93
10(7)(b) (submission to the jurisdiction: appearance for purpose of asserting

immunity) 564
27(1)(a) (default judgment: service of process) 563
27(1)(b) (default judgment: Court’s determination of non-immunity) 563-5
38 (power to set aside process) 564, 565-6
40(1) (certification by Minister of Foreign Affairs) 561-2

admissibility 562
certifiable matters 563

40(1)(c) (certification of specified person as part of the government of a foreign
State) 571-5

law of
Australian Citizenship Act 1948

legislative history 532-4
‘native of Papua’ 507, 520-1, 531-4

legislation, interpretation
aids, reports leading to legislation 585-8, 590
in conformity with international obligations including customary international

law
in case of conflict [with customary international law] 582-3
clear meaning of legislation/absence of ambiguity and 582-9, 590-1
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750 INDEX

Australia (cont.)
subsequent developments/‘forever speaking’ principle/‘updating construction’

meaning/context at time of legislation as determinant 535, 537-8
subsequent treaty, relevance 537-8

legislation, interpretation, aids
foreign legislation linked to legislation under consideration 529-30
legislative history, Australian Citizenship Act 1948 532-4

legislation, interpretation, phrases, ‘Australia’, external territories (including
Papua), exclusion 534, 542-3

Migration Act 1958
‘Australia’ for purposes of (Acts Interpretation Act 1901) 534, 542-3
Papua New Guinea Constitution, interrelationship with 514-17, 522: see also

Papua New Guinea (PNG), citizenship of Australia/right of permanent
residence (Constitution 65(4)(a))

nationality
relevant factors

allegiance 521
changes in national and international context and 521

nationality, limitations on right to determine/accord 520-2, 544-8
nationality, loss or deprivation other than by renunciation/expatriation

arbitrary deprivation, prohibition 523-6, 535-9, 544-8
constitutional protection 549

Papua New Guinea (PNG) see Papua New Guinea (PNG)
State immunity, basis/reasons for 575-80
State immunity, entitlement of individual/official acting in official capacity

certification as part of the government of a foreign State (FSIA 40(1)(c)) 571-5
former officials 569-80

State immunity, procedural aspects
appeal/judicial review/justiciability, admissibility of new arguments 569-70
need to plead 564-9
as preliminary issue/desirability of determination at early stage 566

State immunity, theory/doctrine, absolute theory/exceptions, relationship 587-9
state immunity, waiver, submission to the jurisdiction, appearance to assert

immunity and (FSIA 10(7)(b)) 564
territories’ power including right of legislation and cession (Papua New Guinea)

518-19, 522, 541-4
territory/title/territorial sovereignty, acquisition and loss (Constitution 122), Papua

New Guinea (PNG) and 517, 519-22, 541-4
torture

as action ‘by a public official or other person acting in an official capacity’
(TC 1) 591-3

civil remedy obligation (TC 14(1)) 591-3
universal/extraterritorial jurisdiction (including omission from TC 14) 581-2,

591-3
as jus cogens/peremptory norm 582, 591-3
State immunity and (civil proceedings) 580-9, 591-3

Avena case (request for interpretation of 2004 judgment) (ICJ 60 and ROC 98):
see also provisional measures (ICJ 41) (Avena) (Order of 16 July 2008)

Application (Mexico) 147-50
additional/supplementary claims 201-4
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requests 189
US arguments 201-2

Court’s decision/operative clause (dispositif ) 204-5
Court’s task 193
existence of ‘dispute as to meaning or scope of judgment’ requirement 159,

177-82, 184-7, 193-201, 205-8
burden of proof/‘indication of precise points in dispute’ requirement

(ROC 98(2)) 185, 198-200, 213-14
‘contestation’ vs ‘différend ’ (PCIJ 36(2) and 38) 161
‘contestation’ vs ‘dispute’ 161
Court’s analysis and findings 193-200
disagreement on facts 225-7
dispute relating to reasoning inseparable from the operative part 207, 222-3
as evidenced by cases not directly cited 221-3
manifestly unfounded case 170
prima facie case requirement 160-1
responsibility for determining 183, 196

ICJ judgment, compliance obligation (including enforcement/implementation)
(UNC 94)

choice of means 200-1
failure to comply as breach of international law/State responsibility 166-7,

169-70, 171-2, 176-8, 193-200, 214-17, 231-2
municipal law as justification 201, 214-17, 223-5

obligation of result vs obligation of means 159-60, 161, 170-4, 175-6, 179-82,
184-6, 212-14, 227-30, 231-2

parties’ arguments (Mexico) 159-60, 163, 170-4
parties’ arguments (US) 160

jurisdiction
compliance with judgment, exclusion 203, 208-11
ICJ 60 as autonomous basis 158-9, 170

including incidental matters such as alleged breach of provisional measures
Order 202

request for guarantees of non-repetition, exclusion 203-4
parties’ submissions

Mexico 189-90
US 190-1

procedural history 187-9
provisional measures Order of 16 July 2008, alleged non-compliance

202-3
request for provisional measures (ICJ 41), admissibility requirements in case of

159
separate/dissenting opinions

Abraham 208-11
Koroma 205-8
Sepúlveda-Amor 211-33

State responsibility for acts and omissions of political subdivision
193-200

summary of 2004 judgment 191-2
summary of 2008 provisional measures Order 192-3
text of judgment 187-205
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752 INDEX

Baker (Canadian Supreme Court) (judicial review of deportation order/refusal
of admission) 609

‘best interests of child . . . a primary consideration’ (CRC 3(1)) 626-8
costs 626
Court’s decision (L’Heureux-Dubé) 596-626

partial dissent (Cory and Iacobucci) 626-8
deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, due process/fair trial

requirement 605-16
audi alteram partem/participation rights 609-11
oral hearings, relevance 610-11
reasonable apprehension of bias test 614-16
reasons for decision, relevance 611-14

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, State’s discretionary right with
particular regard to humanitarian/compassionate considerations 603-5,
622-6

Child Rights Convention (1989) and 623-4
‘childhood is entitled to special care and assistance’ (CRC preamble) 624
child’s interests 622-6
child’s need for ‘special safeguards and care’ (UN Declaration of the Rights of

the Child (1959)) 624
family reunion 623
guidelines (Immigration Manual: Examination and Enforcement) 604-5, 624-6
‘unusual, undeserved or disproportionate hardship’ test 604-5

discretionary nature of ministerial/executive authority and 617-19
factual background 597-8
issues 602
legitimate expectation 601-2, 607-8, 609, 625-6
procedural history

Federal Court of Appeal 601-2
Trial Division 600-1

purpose of legislation 620
relevant law (texts) 599-600

CRC 3 (best interest of the child/protection and care obligation) 599
CRC 9 (separation of child from parents) 599
CRC 12 (child’s right to be heard) 600
Immigration Act 1985

82.2(1) (application for judicial review) 599
83(1) (application for judicial review: ‘serious question of general

importance’) 599
114.(2) (regulations: exemption on compassionate or humanitarian grounds)

599
Immigration Regulation 2.1 (facilitation of admission on compassionate or

humanitarian grounds) 599, 622-6
scope/standard of review/relevant factors 619-21

dependence on review of facts 620-1
expertise of decision-taker 620
privative clause and 620, 621
reasonableness/rationality of decision 621-6

‘serious question of general importance’ requirement (Immigration Act 1985,
s 83(1)) 602-3, 616-26
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INDEX 753

Canada
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, interpretation, presumption of conformity with

international obligations 627-8
child rights (CRC)

‘best interests of child . . . a primary consideration’ (CRC 3(1)) 626-8
‘childhood is entitled to special care and assistance’ (CRC preamble) 624

child rights (municipal law/general), child’s need for ‘special safeguards and care’
(UN Declaration of the Rights of the Child (1959)) 624

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, due process/fair trial
requirement 605-16

reasonable apprehension of bias test 614-16
reasons for decision 611-14

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, judicial review/appeal,
grounds: see Baker (Canadian Supreme Court) (judicial review of
deportation order/refusal of admission)

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, judicial review/appeal/
responsibility for

scope/standard of review/relevant factors 619-21
expertise of decision-taker 620
privative clause and 620, 621
purpose of legislation 620

‘serious question of general importance’ requirement (Immigration Act 1985,
s 83(1)) 602-3, 616-26

deportation/exclusion/refusal of admission of alien, procedure/requirements,
reasons for decision, relevance 611-14

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, State’s discretionary right with
particular regard to humanitarian/compassionate considerations 603-5,
622-6: see also Immigration Regulations 1978 including SOR/93-44
amendments, 2.1 (facilitation of admission on compassionate or
humanitarian grounds) below

Child Rights Convention (1989) and 600-1, 623-4
children’s interests 622-6
family reunion 623
guidelines (Immigration Manual: Examination and Enforcement) 604-5, 624-6
‘unusual, undeserved or disproportionate hardship’ test 604-5

due process/procedural fairness (general considerations)
elements

audi alteram partem/participation rights 606, 608, 609-11
fair trial requirements 606
oral hearings, relevance 610-11
reasonable apprehension of bias test 614-16
reasons for decision 611-14

nature of concept, as variable concept/case-by-case approach 606
standard of duty, relevant factors

availability of judicial review/appeal 606-7
importance of decision to individual 607
legitimate expectation 607-8
procedural choices/institutional constraints 608

Immigration Act 1985 by section
3(c) (family reunion) 623
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754 INDEX

Canada (cont.)
9(1) (applications for permanent residence status) 603-4
82.2(1) (application for judicial review), text 599
83(1) (application for judicial review: certification as ‘serious question of general

importance’), text 599, 616-26
114.(2) (regulations: exemption on compassionate or humanitarian grounds),

text 599
Immigration Regulations 1978 including SOR/93-44 amendments

2.1 (facilitation of admission on compassionate or humanitarian grounds)
603-5, 622-6: see also deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien,
State’s discretionary right with particular regard to
humanitarian/compassionate considerations above

text 599
judicial review/justiciability (matters relating to foreign relations or prerogative

power)
costs, criteria for allocating 626
relevant factors

discretionary nature of ministerial/executive authority 617-19
expertise of decision-taker 620

scope/standard of review, reasonableness/rationality 621-6
scope/standard of review/grounds 617-19

error of law, dependence on review of facts and 620-1
privative clause and 620, 621
rule of law test 618, 619

legitimate expectation
due process/procedural fairness and 607-8
substantive and procedural benefits distinguished 601-2, 607-8, 609, 625-6
treaty as source

absence of treaty rights going beyond those already available 609
ratified but unincorporated treaty 609

treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation
need for/examples of, Child Rights Convention (1989) 600-1, 623-4, 626-8
unincorporated treaty as aid to interpretation 623-4, 626-8

Chicago Convention (1944): see also KTHY (Kibris Türk Hava Yollari) (recognition
of TRNC)

charter flights (CC 5) 702
landing at customs airport (CC 10) 702-3
non-recognized States and

‘Air Traffic with Non-Recognised States: The case of Northern Cyprus’ (Talman)
703-4

grant of aviation permits to as breach of treaty obligations 701-6, 722-42
TRNC attempts to exercise aviation authority rights 710-11

obligation to respect subsisting rights 701
scheduled flights over territory of contracting State: need for permission (CC 6)

701-2
sovereignty over airspace (CC 1) 699-701

applicability of customary international law meaning 700-1
as customary international law 699

termination on grounds of impossibility of performance (VCLT 61) 704-6, 725-6
‘territory of a State’ (CC 2) 701
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INDEX 755

Child Rights Convention (1989) (CRC), implementing legislation, need for 600-1,
623-4

child rights (CRC)
‘best interests of child . . . a primary consideration’ (CRC 3(1)) 626-8
‘childhood is entitled to special care and assistance’ (CRC preamble)

624
child rights (municipal law/general), child’s need for ‘special safeguards and care’

(UN Declaration of the Rights of the Child (1959)) 624
compensation for breach of ECHR (just satisfaction obligation (ECHR 41

[50])), right to/measure
pecuniary loss 451-5

constitution (State), interpretation
guidelines/principles

legal context including relevant legislation 514-15
social and economic context at time of drafting 514-15

international law and 549-52
consular access (VCCR 36)

individual’s right, whether 217-21
Avena 217-18, 220-1
LaGrand 218, 220-1
Medelĺın 219-20
Sanchez-Llamas 218-19

laws and regulations of receiving State, exercise in conformity with (VCCR 36(2))
procedural default rule and 221-3

Avena 221
Medelĺın 222
Sanchez-Llamas 221-2

Council of Europe (CoE)
Guidelines on Human Rights and the Fight Against Terrorism (2002), text

411-12
Resolutions, 1271 (2002) (anti-terrorism derogations) 411

customary international law, treaties and other international instruments
reflecting

co-existence of treaty and customary law
limitation of customary international law to questions not regulated by VCLT

(VCLT preamble) 724
State succession, State responsibility and hostilities (VCLT 73) and 727-30

Cyprus, history 669-71, 689-92, 716-18
annexation by Britain (1914) 689
Cyprus Act 1960 (UK), establishment of independent Republic and renunciation

of power in respect of (s 1) 689
Cyprus, Republic of

EU membership 691
sovereignty over northern Cyprus 699-701, 703, 721, 725
Treaty of Establishment (1960) 680
Treaty of Guarantee (1960) 689-90, 742
Turkish occupation (1974) 690

Cyprus, Turkish Republic of Northern (TRNC)
aviation in 692
history 690, 716-18
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756 INDEX

Cyprus, Turkish Republic of Northern (TRNC) (cont.)
non-recognition of State/government, effect on laws and acts, validity of divorce

decree: see Emin (recognition of divorce decree issued in TRNC)
recognition of State

clear evidence of non-recognition/refusal to recognize 709-10
obligation not to recognize 711-12
UK and 693, 707-15, 737-42

status
existence of established government 692
as ‘territory’ for purposes of Family Law Act 1986 (UK) 680-1

UNSCR 541/1983 690-1

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, due process/fair trial
requirement 605-16

audi alteram partem/participation rights 609-11
oral hearings, relevance 610-11
reasonable apprehension of bias test 614-16
reasons for decision 611-14

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, judicial review/appeal,
grounds, failure to observe due process: see deportation/expulsion of alien,
due process/fair trial requirement

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, judicial review/appeal,
jurisprudence

Liyanagamage 602-3
Pushpanathan 602-3, 617, 619-21
Ramoutar 603

deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, judicial review/appeal/
responsibility for

scope/standard of review/relevant factors 619-21
expertise of decision-taker 620
privative clause and 620, 621
purpose of legislation 620
reasonableness/rationality of decision 621-6
review of facts adduced in support of decision 620-1

‘serious question of general importance’ requirement 602-3, 616-26
deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, procedure/requirements,

reasons for decision, relevance 611-14
deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien, State’s discretionary right

with particular regard to humanitarian/compassionate considerations
603-5, 622-6

balance between reason for expulsion/absolute nature of human rights obligation
284, 328

Child Rights Convention (1989) and 600-1, 623-4
‘childhood is entitled to special care and assistance’ (CRC preamble) 624
child’s interests 622-6
child’s need for ‘special safeguards and care’ (UN Declaration of the Rights of the

Child (1959)) 624
family reunion 623
guidelines (Immigration Manual: Examination and Enforcement (Canada)) 604-5,

624-6
‘unusual, undeserved or disproportionate hardship’ test 604-5
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INDEX 757

derogation in time of emergency (ECHR 15)
balance of interests between public interest and rights of individual 431-2, 436-7
‘emergency’

duration, relevance 434-5
margin of appreciation 432-3, 435
‘threatening the life of the nation’ (ECHR 15(1)) 433-8

judicial review/justiciability and, review of measures in general vs review of
application to individual 436-7

jurisprudence
Aksoy 432-3, 436
Brannigan 432-4, 436
Greek Case 433-4
Ireland v. UK 432-4
Lawless 433-4
Marshall 433-4
Ramirez Sanchez 418
Vilvarajah 434

liberty of person and: see A v. UK (ECtHR), derogation in time of emergency
(ECHR 15); liberty and security of person, right to (ECHR 5), derogation
in time of emergency (ECHR 15)

margin of appreciation
ECtHR’s competence to determine acceptability of exercise 432-3, 436
‘emergency’ 432-3, 435
measures ‘strictly required’ 432-3

measures ‘not inconsistent with its other obligations under international law’,
non-discrimination obligation (ECHR 14) 436-8

measures ‘strictly required’ 435-8
margin of appreciation 432-3, 435-6

proportionality/rationality and 339-40, 340n.9, 435-6
derogation in time of public emergency (ICCPR 4)

‘public emergency threatening the life of the nation’ (ICCPR 4(1)) 412-13
Siracusa Principles (1984) 412-13

divorce, recognition/enforcement of decisions relating to
jurisprudence, B v. B (Divorce: Northern Cyprus) 668-9
recognition of State, relevance 664-82: see also Emin (recognition of divorce decree

issued in TRNC)
Djibouti: see Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and merits; Mutual

Assistance (Djibouti v. France), procedural history/factual background
Doherty (travellers’ right to equality of treatment: alleged breach of Housing

Acts 1996-2004 (Ireland))
Equal Status Act/Equality Act 2004 640-5: see also Ireland, Republic of, Equal

Status Act/Equality Act 2004
factual background 634-8
Housing Act 1966 645-52
judicial review/justiciability (standing/private right of action) 640-5
parties’ claim for declaration of breach of legislation/injunctive relief 638-40

procedural matters barring sections of claim 660-2
respect for family life (ECHR) 652-60

as ‘best efforts’ obligation 654-60
nomadic lifestyle, relevance 657-60
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758 INDEX

dual nationality: see Papua New Guinea (PNG), dual citizenship, exclusion (‘no
more than one canoe’) (Constitution 64)

due process/procedural fairness (general considerations)
elements

audi alteram partem/participation rights 606, 608, 609-11
fair trial requirements 606
oral hearings, relevance 610-11
reasonable apprehension of bias test 614-16
reasons for decision 611-14

nature of concept, as variable concept/case-by-case approach 606
standard of duty, relevant factors

availability of judicial review/appeal 606-7
importance of decision to individual 607
legitimate expectation 601-2, 607-8, 609, 625-6
procedural choices/institutional constraints 608

ECHR (1950), applicability ‘within their jurisdiction’ (ECHR 1), jurisprudence,
D v. UK 283-4

ECHR (1950), interpretation
object and purpose/spirit and purpose (teleological approach) (VCLT 31(1)),

protection of social and economic aspects of civil and political rights (Airey)
334-5, 338-9

subsequent changes, need to reflect (‘living tree’ principle) (VCLT 31(3)(c)) 281-2
ECtHR judgments, binding force and execution (ECHR 46 [53 and 54])

jurisprudence, Alconbury 282
municipal courts and, obligation to follow/keep pace with evolving ECtHR

jurisprudence 282-3, 296
ECtHR jurisdiction/role and powers (including ECHR 19 and ECHR 32)

interpretation and application of ECHR (ECHR 32) 282, 285, 296
interpretation of municipal law/compliance with, exclusion/as matter for national

authorities 258, 268
jurisprudence

Kopp 268
Schenk 268
Streletz 268
Z 433

municipal courts and
government’s obligation to take consistent position in municipal courts and

ECtHR 427
government’s right to challenge decision of municipal court 427-8
interpretation and application of international law, determination of

reasonableness 258-60, 269-71
primacy of municipal courts’ role in determining compliance with

Convention/subsidiarity principle 433
ECtHR, procedural matters

judicial economy in case of decision on one issue rendering consideration of other
issues unnecessary 336, 348-9, 438, 445, 449, 450-1

preliminary objections
government’s obligation to take consistent position in municipal courts and

ECtHR 427
government’s right to challenge decision of municipal court 427-8
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INDEX 759

ECtHR Rules of Court (1998)
24 (composition of Chamber) 318, 358
44(2) (third-party intervention) 240-1, 318, 358
47(3) (non-disclosure of name) 317-18, 357
52(1) (allocation of cases) 318, 357-8
54A(3) (joinder of merits and admissibility) 240-1
59(3) (public hearing) 318
72 (relinquishment to Grand Chamber) 318, 357-8

EEZ (UNCLOS 55-75 (Part V))
enforcement of laws and regulations of coastal State (UNCLOS 73) 483-4,

500-1
criminal proceedings 500

effective remedy before national authority, need for (ECHR 13)
jurisprudence

James 420-1
Roche 420-1

right to challenge primary legislation distinguished 420-1
Emin (recognition of divorce decree issued in TRNC) 664-82

effectiveness of decree 682
factual background 665

history of Cyprus 669-71
non-recognition of State/government, effect 671-81: see also non-recognition of

State/government, effect on laws and acts
jurisprudence 668-9

procedural history 665-6
respondent’s argument 666
statutory framework (Matrimonial and Family Proceedings Act 1984 (UK)) 667

Family Law Act 1986 (UK) 667-8
erga omnes principle, genocide 259
evidence (ICJ)

documentation
after closure of written proceedings 10
documents publicly available (ICJ ROC 56(4)) 10
documents under consideration in domestic court proceedings 11
non-objection, effect 10

witnesses, rejection of request to call 11
executive certificate/statement, conclusiveness in relation to foreign affairs

matters, State immunity entitlement: see Australia, FSIA 1985 by section,
40(1) (certification by Minister of Foreign Affairs)

exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies (ECHR 35(1)
[26/27(3)]), failure to use administrative and civil law remedies to
challenge conditions of detention 420

extradition, deportation or expulsion to country where risk of torture or
inhuman or degrading treatment (including ECHR 3/ICCPR 7)

benchmark/threshold, ‘compelling humanitarian considerations’ test 294-5, 300-3,
311-14, 334-5

‘exceptional circumstances’ test in cases not engaging State responsibility directly or
indirectly (‘extension of an extension’) 283-95, 305-14, 335-6,
337-8

‘exceptional circumstances’ 285-95, 334-5
‘extreme’ 277, 298-300, 302-3, 344-8
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760 INDEX

extradition, deportation or expulsion to country where risk of torture or
inhuman or degrading treatment (including ECHR 3/ICCPR 7) (cont.)

intentional acts of public authorities/inability to protect against acts of non-State
bodies requirement 284, 328-9

medical care obligation and 279-80, 334-5, 340-1
‘real risk’/‘substantial grounds for believing’ test 329
reason for expulsion, relevance/absolute nature of obligation 284, 285,

293-4
Refugees Convention (1951) compared 284, 285, 296
return likely to cause loss of access to essential HIV/AIDS medical treatment

275-314: see also N (torture or inhuman treatment in case of return
to country likely to cause loss of access to essential HIV/AIDS medical
treatment (ECHR 3)) (ECtHR); (UK proceedings (House of
Lords))

extradition, deportation or expulsion to country where risk of torture or
inhuman or degrading treatment (including ECHR 3/ICCPR 7),
jurisprudence: see also inhuman or degrading treatment (ECHR 3),
jurisprudence relating in particular to qualification as

Ahmed 284, 329
Amegnigan 293-5, 300-1, 309-10, 333
BB v. France 287-8, 300, 330-1
Bensaid (ECHR 8) 291, 310-11, 331-2, 340n.9
Chahal 283-4, 285, 296
D v. UK 278-9, 282-7, 293-4, 298-300, 305-9, 311-14, 329-30,

334-5
Gezer 310-11
Henao 291-2, 294-5, 300-1, 309-10, 332-3
HLR 329, 337-8
Karara 288-9, 300-1, 331
Limbuela 310-11, 340n.9
MM v. Switzerland 289, 300-1
Ndangoya 292-3, 294-5, 309-10, 333
Saadi 329
SCC 289, 294-5, 300-1, 331
Soering 284
Tatete 289, 300

fair trial/fair hearing (ECHR 6): see also arrest or detention, right to take
proceedings to establish lawfulness (ECHR 5(4) and ECHR 6(1));
non-disclosure/use of ‘closed material’ (national security considerations)

adversarial proceedings, importance 441-2
right to call/examine witnesses (ECHR 6(3)(d))

anonymity of witness and 444
witness based abroad 260-5

family life, respect for (ECHR 8)
as ‘best efforts’ obligation 654-60

Anufrijeva 655-6
Bernard 655-6
Botta 655-6
O’Brien 656
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INDEX 761

R(J) 655-6
R(N) 655-6
Zehnalová 655-6

nomadic lifestyle, relevance 657-60: see also Doherty (travellers’ right to
equality of treatment: alleged breach of Housing Acts 1996-2004
(Ireland))

Buckley 657-8
Chapman 657-8
Codona 659

FCN treaties: see also Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and merits,
Friendship and Cooperation Treaty (Djibouti–France) (1977), alleged
violation

jurisprudence
Military and Paramilitary Activities 49-50
Oil Platforms 49-50

foreign relations including recognition and State immunity issues, responsibility
for, jurisprudence, The Arantzazu Mendi 708-9

forum prorogatum (ICJ) (ROC 38(5)): see also Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v.
France), jurisdiction and merits, forum prorogatum (ICJ) (ROC 38(5))

alternatives to ROC 38(2) situations 35-6
consensual basis 9-10, 28-31, 33-44

clear intention, need for 34, 118
conduct of parties 34
events arising subsequent to filing of application 41-4, 98-100, 107-8, 114-16,

120-1, 122-5
express consent 36
form of consent, relevance 33-4
mutual consent/commonality 36-44, 83-4, 90-6, 97-8, 102-8,

118
jurisprudence

Aerial Incident of 7 October 1952 (US v. USSR) 34-5
Aerial Incident of 4 September 1954 (US v. USSR) 34-5
Aerial Incident of 7 November 1954 (US v. USSR) 34-5
Aerial Incident (US v. Czechoslovakia) 34-5
Anglo-Iranian Oil Company 34
Antarctica (UK v. Argentina) 34-5
Antarctica (UK v. Chile) 34-5
Application of the Genocide Convention 34
Armed Activities (Congo v. Rwanda) 34
Corfu Channel 33-4
Monetary Gold 34
Rights of Minorities in Upper Silesia 34
Treatment in Hungary of US Aircraft and Crew cases 34-5

obligation to specify legal basis of Court’s jurisdiction, precise nature of claim and
facts and grounds on which claim based (ROC 38(2)) and 35-6,
104-5

‘as far as possible’, relevance 35-6
reasons for introduction of ROC 38(5) 34-5
special agreement (ICJ 36(1)) as preferred alternative 108
text 2n.9
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762 INDEX

France
law of, Civil Procedure Code (New) 1975, Art. 656 22-5, 135-40
letters rogatory: see Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and merits,

letters rogatory, obligation to implement (MACMT 3(1))
mutual/judicial assistance

applicable law, in absence of treaty provision 26-8
refusal/rejection of request, security grounds 20-2, 26-8, 108-14

ratification, acceptance or approval of treaties (VCLT 14), parliamentary approval,
relevance 47-8

treaties, validity (VCLT 46-53), ratification without submission for parliamentary
approval, effect 47-8

freedom of navigation, UNCLOS 87(1)(b), arrest of vessel in port 484, 500-1

General Assembly (UNGA), resolutions in number/date order, 47/121 (Bosnia
and Herzegovina) 250, 269-70

General Comments (UNHRC), 29 (ICCPR derogations) 413
Genocide Convention (1948), obligations, erga omnes nature 259
genocide, definition/requirements/classification as (GC (1948) II)

‘acts committed with intent to destroy in whole or in part any identifiable group
distinguished by colour, race, religion or ethnic origin’, differing
interpretations, effect on nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege principle
269-71

jurisprudence
Application of the Genocide Convention 251-2
Krstiç 250-1, 270-1
Kupreskiç 251, 270-1

genocide, jurisdiction (GC (1948) VI), erga omnes obligations 259
genocide, jurisdiction (ICTY 9) 253-4, 260
genocide, jurisdiction (municipal law and practice) 254-5, 260
genocide, parties’ submissions, Mexico 151-2
Germany, Federal Republic (FRG)

genocide, definition/requirements/classification as (GC (1948) II), ‘acts committed
with intent to destroy in whole or in part any identifiable group
distinguished by colour, race, religion or ethnic origin’, differing
interpretations, effect on nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege principle
269-71

genocide, jurisdiction (GC (1948) VI)
Criminal Code (StGB) provisions, conformity with 258-60
universal jurisdiction and 258-60

law of
Crimes against International Law Code (VStGB), s 1 (jurisdiction over crimes

committed abroad) 248
Criminal Code (StGB) by section

6(1) (crimes committed abroad against internationally protected interests)
247

7(2)(2) (crimes committed abroad: alien at time of act, found in Germany
and not extradited) 248

220(a) (genocide) 248-9
Criminal Procedure Code (StPO)

s 57a(1) (suspension of life sentence) 249
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INDEX 763

s 244(3) (request to adduce evidence: grounds for rejection) 249
s 244(5) (request to adduce evidence: grounds for rejection: witness abroad)

249, 260-5
nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege/non-retroactivity 269-71
procedural background 152-3
service of process on foreign State or State agency [out of the jurisdiction]

(including State immunity issues), dispute over reasons for judgment
distinguished 159

government: see also recognition of government
de facto, de jure distinguished 708-9

Head of State, immunity from jurisdiction, applicability
obligation to give evidence (VCDR 31(2)) 66-71

compliance with municipal law and 72
constraint measures and 69, 135-8
international courtesy and 70, 88-9, 135, 138

Head of State, immunity from jurisdiction, theory/doctrine, State immunity
distinguished 570-1

Head of State, inviolability of person (VCDR 29) (including right to respect and
protection of dignity)

attack on dignity, acts possibly amounting to, timing of issue of witness summons
72-3, 139

as customary international law 134
disclosure of confidential information relating to 70-1, 88-9, 116-17, 138-9

Helsinki Rules on the Uses of Waters of International Rivers (1966), maritime
delimitation and, legislative steps leading to 509

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR), treaties,
extension/non-extension to, Contracts for the International Sale of Goods
Convention (1980) (CISG) 630-1

housing, right to: see Doherty (travellers’ right to equality of treatment: alleged
breach of Housing Acts 1996-2004 (Ireland));Housing Act 1966; respect
for family life (ECHR), nomadic lifestyle, relevance

ICJ Chambers (ICJ 26-29), composition, nationality of judges and 10
ICJ, judge, nationality, non-participation in case involving own State 10
ICJ judgment, compliance obligation (including enforcement/implementation)

(UNC 94)
choice of means 200-1
failure to comply

as breach of international law/State responsibility 166-7, 169-70, 171-2, 176-8,
193-200, 214-17, 231-2

municipal law as justification 201, 214-17, 223-5
as obligation of result vs obligation of means 159-60, 161, 170-4, 175-6, 179-82,

184-6, 212-14, 227-30, 231-2
ICJ judgment, request for interpretation (ICJ 60 and ROC 98): see also Avena case

(request for interpretation of 2004 judgment) (ICJ 60 and
ROC 98)

admissibility: see also existence of ‘dispute as to meaning or scope of judgment’
requirement below

request for provisional measures (ICJ 41) and 159
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764 INDEX

ICJ judgment, request for interpretation (ICJ 60 and ROC 98) (cont.)
existence of ‘dispute as to meaning or scope of judgment’ requirement 159,

177-82, 184-7, 193-200, 201, 205-8
burden of proof/‘indication of precise points in dispute’ requirement (ROC

98(2)) 185, 198-200, 213-14
‘contestation’ vs ‘différend’ (PCIJ 36(2) and 38) 161, 182-3
‘contestation’ vs ‘dispute’ 161, 182-3
disagreement on facts 225-7
dispute relating to reasoning inseparable from the operative part 207, 222-3
as evidenced by cases not directly cited 217
manifestly unfounded case 170
prima facie case requirement 160-1
responsibility for determining 183, 196

jurisdiction
compliance with judgment, exclusion 203, 208-11
ICJ 60 as autonomous basis 158-9, 170
including incidental matters such as alleged breach of provisional measures

Order 202
request for guarantees of non-repetition, exclusion 203-4

jurisprudence
Asylum Case 164, 183, 185, 193-201
Chorzów Factory (Interpretation of Judgements 7 and 8) 159, 161, 176, 183,

211-33
Continental Shelf Case (Tunisia v. Libya) (Application for Revision and

Interpretation) 161, 164, 183, 185, 193-201, 211-33
Land and Maritime Boundary (Cameroon v. Nigeria) (Request for Interpretation)

159, 193-201, 207
Obligation to Arbitrate under Section 21 of the UN Headquarters Agreement 183

ICJ jurisdiction, basis (ICJ 36(1)), right to add additional bases 28-9, 31-3,
41-4

ICJ jurisdiction, basis (ICJ 36(1)) (‘matters specially provided for . . . in treaties
and conventions in force’), nationhood and 509-10

ICJ, procedural issues, pleadings, availability to the public (ROC 53(2)) 11
ICJ Rules of Court (as variously amended)

37(1) 10
38(4) 152
38(5): see forum prorogatum (ICJ) (ROC 38(5))
53(2) 11
56(4) 10
57 11
73 187-8
74 187-8
74(3) 152-3
75 187-8
98: see ICJ judgment, request for interpretation (ICJ 60 and ROC 98)
100 187

independent and impartial tribunal (including ACHR 8(1), ECHR 6(1) and
ICCPR 14(1))

court competent to deal with all aspects of matter 441
‘established by law’
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INDEX 765

as autonomous concept, legislation on the establishment and competence of
judicial organs as ‘law’ 258

rule of law principle and 258
violation by a tribunal as breach of ECHR 6(1) 258

jurisprudence
Coëme 258
G v. Switzerland 258
Kübli 258
Lavents 258

inhuman or degrading treatment (ECHR 3)
benchmark/threshold 418
derogation, exclusion 418
detention conditions and, failure to exhaust domestic remedies and 420
detention conditions as, obligation to provide medical assistance 418-19
detention/imprisonment as, detention for indefinite period [without hope of

release] 418-20
inhuman or degrading treatment (ECHR 3), jurisprudence relating in particular

to detention/detention conditions
Aerts 418-19
Hurtado 418-19
Kafkaris 418-20
Keenan 418-19
Kudła 418-19
Mouisel 418-19
Ramirez Sanchez 418-19

inhuman or degrading treatment (ECHR 3), jurisprudence relating in particular
to qualification as: see also extradition, deportation or expulsion to
country where risk of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment
(including ECHR 3/ICCPR 7), jurisprudence

Jalloh 328
Kafkaris 418
Keenan 328
Kudła 328, 418
Pretty 328, 337-8
Price 328
Ramirez Sanchez 418

internal waters, sovereignty of coastal State/absence of UNCLOS regime 493-5,
500-1

international law, breach
municipal law as justification/defence

compliance with ICJ judgments and 201
Exchange of Greek and Turkish Populations 214
Polish Nationals in Danzig 214

Internationally Protected Persons Convention (1973), State immunity of officials,
applicability to 65-6

Ireland, Republic of
Constitution 1937 by article

34.3.1◦ (High Court: jurisdiction) 642
34.3.4◦ (Supreme Court: appellate jurisdiction) 642
40.3 (personal rights: guarantee of protection), as ‘best efforts’ obligation 654
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766 INDEX

Ireland, Republic of (cont.)
Equal Status Act/Equality Act 2004 640-5

‘discrimination’ 640
enforcement provisions 640-1
as implementation of EU directives 641
judicial review/justiciability 641-5
summary of provisions 640-1
‘traveller community’ 640

family life, respect for (ECHR 8)
as ‘best efforts’ obligation 654-60
nomadic lifestyle, relevance 657-60

Housing Act 1966 645-52
Housing Act 1988, s 2 (homelessness) 648-9, 657
s 13 (nomadic way of life) 646-7
summary of provisions 645-7

Housing Acts, non-discrimination obligation and 645-52
Housing (Traveller Accommodation) Act 1998

caravans/sites with limited facilities 647
s 29 (nomadic way of life) 646-7

judicial review/justiciability (standing/private right of action) 640-5
legislative provision for 640-5

law of
s 3(1) (obligation of State organs to act in conformity with ECHR obligations)

653
s 5 (declaration of incompatibility) 653
ECHR Act 2003 by section

2(1) (compatibility of law with ECHR provisions) 652-3
2(2) (compatibility of law with ECHR provisions: applicability)

652-3
ITLOS

admissibility and jurisdiction: see UNCLOS (1982): Part XV: Section 2 (settlement
of disputes: compulsory procedures entailing binding decisions:
jurisdiction (UNCLOS 288))

costs, provisional measures proceedings 472, 473
procedure, Guidelines concerning the Preparation and Presentation of Cases before

the Tribunal, para. 14 464
ITLOS Rules

45 464
67(2) 464
68 464
72 463
73 463
76(1) 464, 465
79(b) 465
90(2) 463

Johor Straits, provisional measures relating to Land Reclamation Case (Malaysia v.
Singapore) 469-70

Jorgic (ECtHR)
alleged violation of ECHR 5(1) and 6(1) (liberty and security of person/fair

hearing by tribunal established by law) 255-60
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INDEX 767

admissibility 256
Court’s assessment

application of principles 258-60
general principles 258

genocide, jurisdiction 258-60
parties’ submissions

applicant 256-7
respondent government 257-8

alleged violation of ECHR 6(1) and ECHR (3)(d) (right to call witness based
abroad) 260-5

Court’s assessment
application of principles 263-5
general principles 263

inadmissibility of complaint as ‘manifestly ill-founded’ 265
parties’ submissions

applicant 262
respondent government 261-2

alleged violation of ECHR 7 (nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege/non-retroactivity)
265, 271

Court’s assessment
application of principles 269-71
general principles 267-8

different interpretations of GC II definition, relevance 269-71
parties’ submissions

applicant 265-6
respondent government 266-7

Court’s decision 272
ECtHR jurisdiction/role and powers (including ECHR 19 and ECHR 32),

municipal court’s interpretation and application of international law,
determination of reasonableness 258-60, 269-71

factual background
applicant, arrest and detention 241
Düsseldorf Court of Appeal proceedings 241-4
Federal Constitutional Court proceedings 245-6

reopening of proceedings 246-7
Federal Court of Justice proceedings 244-5

procedural background 240-1
relevant law and practice

Criminal Code (FRG) (StGB) 247-9
acts abroad against internationally protected legal interests (StGB 6) 247
acts abroad other than acts against internationally protected interests (StGB

7(2)(2)) 248
genocide (StGB 220a) 248-9

Criminal Procedure Code (FRG) (StPO), rejection of request to adduce evidence
(StPO 244) 249, 260-5

definition of genocide (GC II)
jurisprudence (ICJ) 251-2
jurisprudence (ICTY) 250-1
jurisprudence (municipal courts) 252
teachings of publicists (ICJ 38(1)(d)) 252-3
text (GC II) 249-50
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768 INDEX

Jorgic (ECtHR) (cont.)
UNGA Resolution 47/121 (Bosnia and Herzegovina) 250, 269-70

universal jurisdiction (genocide)
domestic law and practice 254-5
GC I and VI 253
ICTY Statute 9 (concurrent jurisdiction) 253-4
jurisprudence (ICTY) 254, 270-1

State responsibility for acts of judicial authorities 258
judge ad hoc (ICJ 31(2) and (3)), appointment (Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v.

France)) 10
judicial assistance: see mutual/judicial assistance
judicial review/justiciability (matters relating to foreign relations or prerogative

power)
costs, criteria for allocating 626
relevant factors

discretionary nature of ministerial/executive authority 617-19
expertise of decision-taker 620

scope/standard of review/grounds 617-19
error of law, dependence on review of facts and 620-1
privative clause and 620, 621
rule of law test 618, 619

judicial review/justiciability (matters relating to foreign relations or prerogative
power), jurisprudence, Constitution 1975, guiding principles 534

judicial review/justiciability (standing/private right of action) 640-5
jurisprudence

Deighan v. Hearne 643
Lonrho 643-4
Maha Lingam 644-5
Tormey 642

legislative provision for 640-5
just satisfaction obligation (ECHR 41 [50])

costs and expenses, ‘actually, necessarily and reasonably incurred’ 455-6
interest, rate 456
McCann 454

KTHY (Kibris Türk Hava Yollari) (recognition of TRNC): see also Chicago
Convention (1944); Cyprus, Republic of; Cyprus, Turkish Republic of
Northern (TRNC)

aviation in northern Cyprus, background 692
direct flights (UK policy) 693-4

Chicago Convention (1944) 694-707, 719-37
‘Air Traffic with Non-Recognised States: The case of Northern Cyprus’ (Talman)

703-4
charter flights (CC 5) 702
customary international law, applicability 724, 726
entitlement to rights and right to exercise them distinguished 723-4
extracts 694-8, 719-21
grant of aviation permits to TRNC as breach of treaty obligations 701-6, 722-37
interpretation 698-707
landing at customs airport (CC 10) 702-3
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INDEX 769

Republic of Cyprus/UK as parties to 698, 719-21
scheduled flights (CC 6) 701-2
sovereignty over airspace (CC 1) 699-701, 703, 721
termination on grounds of impossibility of performance (VCLT 61) 704-6
TRNC attempts to exercise aviation authority rights 710-11

costs 742-3
factual background 687-8

aviation in northern Cyprus 692
history of Cyprus 689-92, 716-18

parties’ positions
claimants 688
defendant/interested party 688-9

procedural history and issues 688, 715-16, 718-19
Appeal Court 715
High Court 687-715

recognition of TRNC 693, 707-15, 737-42
clear evidence of non-recognition/refusal to recognize 709-10
grant of aviation permits as implied recognition 712
obligation not to recognize 711-12
Treaty of Guarantee (1960) and 689-90, 742

‘lawful detention’: see arrest or detention, right to take proceedings to establish
lawfulness (ECHR 5(4) and ECHR 6(1)); liberty and security of person,
right to (ECHR 5), exceptions

legislation, interpretation
aids

foreign legislation, legislation linked to legislation under consideration 529-30
reports leading to legislation 585-8, 590

in conformity with international obligations including customary international law
in case of conflict [with customary international law] 582-3
clear meaning of legislation/absence of ambiguity and 582-9, 590-1
jurisprudence

Chu Kheng Lim 583
Jones 584
Re Bolton; Ex parte Beane 585
Samantar 584
Teoh 583

subsequent developments/‘forever speaking’ principle/‘updating construction’ 268
meaning/context at time of legislation as determinant 535, 537-8
subsequent treaty, relevance 537-8

legitimate expectation
substantive and procedural benefits distinguished 601-2, 607-8, 609, 625-6
treaty as source, absence of treaty rights going beyond those already available 609

letters rogatory
examples of use: see Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and merits,

letters rogatory, obligation to implement (MACMT 3(1)); Mutual
Assistance (Djibouti v. France), procedural history/factual background,
mutual assistance requests including letters rogatory (Djibouti)

implementation obligation 51-65
good faith obligation (VCLT 26) and 61-2, 109-11
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770 INDEX

letters rogatory (cont.)
‘in accordance with its law’ (MACMT 3(1)) 52-4, 127-32
obligation of result distinguished 53-4
reciprocity requirement 51-2, 87, 88, 125-7
treaty provision as determinant 52
undertaking by requested government 54-6, 87, 88, 131

refusal of request, reasons
failure to prove despatch of letter containing 62-3
obligation to give (MACMT 17) 57-9, 62-5, 108-14
security 20-2, 26-8, 108-14, 129-31
sufficiency 63

liberty and security of person, right to (ECHR 5): see also arrest or detention, right
to take proceedings to establish lawfulness (ECHR 5(4) and ECHR 6(1))

‘deprived of’/arbitrary deprivation (ECHR 5(1))
criteria (including good faith, conformity with cited justification and

reasonableness/appropriateness) 429
jurisprudence

Engel 429-30
Saadi 429

derogation in time of emergency (ECHR 15), balance of interests between public
interest and rights of individual 431-2, 436-7

non-discrimination obligation (ECHR 14) and, anti-terrorism measures 436-8
liberty and security of person, right to (ECHR 5), exceptions

ECHR 5(1) exceptions as exhaustive list 429, 431-2
‘in accordance with procedure prescribed by law’ (ECHR 5(1)) requirement 429
lawful arrest or detention to prevent unauthorized entry or with a view to

deportation/expulsion of alien (ECHR 5(1)(f )) 361, 428-32
impossibility of deportation/expulsion and

removal to country where real risk of inhumane treatment (ECHR 3) and
430

within a reasonable time 430
jurisprudence

Chahal 361, 429, 444-5
Gebremedhin [Gaberamadhien] 431
Hardial Singh 430
Saadi 429

proportionality/balance of interests and 431-2
‘reasonably necessary’ requirement 429
‘with a view to’ 430-2

lawful arrest or detention to prevent unauthorized entry or with a view to
deportation/expulsion/refusal of admission of alien (ECHR 5(1)(f )):
see A v. UK (ECtHR), alleged violation of ECHR 5(1)(f ) (lawful detention
with view to deportation)

Logicom (application of CISG to Hong Kong) 630-1
Louisa (St Vincent and the Grenadines v. Spain) (Provisional Measures

(UNCLOS 290)) (Order of 23 December 2010)
admissibility/requirements

dispute concerning the interpretation or application of the Convention
(UNCLOS 288(1))
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INDEX 771

critical date 487-8
‘dispute’ 474-5, 486-8, 498
identification of UNCLOS articles allegedly breached as responsibility of the

applicant 500
exhaustion of diplomatic remedies, relevance 470, 488-9
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies (UNCLOS 295) 471,

474-5
joinder to merits 471

failure to choose means of settling under UNCLOS 287 482-3, 498
non-anticipation of decision on merits 472, 478
prima facie jurisdiction 467-9, 471, 473-5, 480-5, 490-1
urgency 477

archaeological and historical objects found at sea (UNCLOS 303) 484-5, 495-6
costs 472, 473
enforcement of laws and regulations of coastal State (UNCLOS 73) 483-4, 493-5,

500-1
factual background 491-3
freedom of navigation (UNCLOS 87(1)(b)), arrest of vessel in port 484, 500-1
marine scientific research in the territorial sea (UNCLOS 245) 484, 495
obligation to exchange views (UNCLOS 283(1)) 469-71, 485-6, 488-91,

498-9
burden of proof 490-1
mutuality of obligation 469-70, 490-1
obligation to continue when State Party concludes that possibilities of reaching

agreement have been exhausted 470
‘when a dispute arises’ 469

parties’ submissions
applicant 466-467

response 467
respondent 467

prescribed/requested measures 466
procedural history 462-7
prompt release proceedings (UNCLOS 292) distinguished 479
purpose (UNCLOS 290(1))

preservation of the respective rights of the parties 471-2
prevention of aggravation or extension of dispute, waiver of claims and 472
prevention of serious harm to the marine environment 471-2, 475-7, 478

‘serious’ 476-7
relevant factors, assurances relating compliance with best practice to prevent harm

471-2
separate/dissenting opinions

Cot 491-7
Golytsyn 497-502
Paik 473-7
Treves 486-91
Wolfrum 477-86

sovereignty of coastal State/absence of UNCLOS regime 493-5, 500-1
text of Order 462-73
Tribunal’s decision 472-3
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772 INDEX

margin of appreciation (ECHR)
balance of interests, individual/community as a whole 334-5, 339-40
derogation in time of emergency (ECHR 15): see derogation in time of emergency

(ECHR 15), margin of appreciation
ECtHR’s competence to determine acceptability of exercise 432-3, 435-6
as tool in relationship between ECtHR and municipal authorities and between

municipal authorities distinguished 436
margin of appreciation (ECHR), jurisprudence

Aksoy 436
Brannigan and McBride 436

marine scientific research (UNCLOS Part XIII: Section 3), territorial sea and
(UNCLOS 245) 484, 495

minorities, travelling people (Ireland): see Doherty (travellers’ right to equality of
treatment: alleged breach of Housing Acts 1996-2004 (Ireland))

mutual/judicial assistance
applicable law, in absence of treaty provision 26-8
at discretion of requested State 59-65, 109-11
reciprocity requirement 51-2, 87, 88, 125-7
refusal/rejection of request

obligation to give reasons (MACMT 17) 57-9, 62-5, 108-14
security grounds 20-2, 26-8, 56-9, 108-14
treaty basis 20-2

requests for, requirements, object and purpose of request (MACMT 13) 111
treaty interpretation, provisions of mutual/judicial assistance treaties compared

64
Mutual Assistance Convention (1959) (MAC), letters rogatory: see letters rogatory
Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Treaty (Djibouti–France) (1986): see

Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and merits, Mutual
Assistance in Criminal Matters Treaty (Djibouti–France) (1986), alleged
violation of implementation obligation (MACMT 1)

Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and merits 51-65
admissibility (ICJ) (ROC 79), jurisdiction distinguished 29-31
Court’s decision/operative clause (dispositif ) 78-80

finding of violation, need to include 88-9, 134
forum prorogatum (ICJ) (ROC 38(5)): see also forum prorogatum (ICJ) (ROC 38(5))

consensual basis 28-31, 33-44
clear intention, need for 34, 118
events arising subsequent to filing of application 41-4, 98-100, 107-8,

114-16, 120-1, 122-5
mutual consent/commonality 36-44, 83-4, 90-6, 97-8, 102-8, 118

Djibouti reasons for invoking 101
French consent to 9-10, 36, 39-44, 101-2, 118
obligation to specify legal basis of Court’s jurisdiction, precise nature of claim

and facts and grounds on which claim based (ROC 38(2)) and 35-6,
104-5

special agreement (ICJ 36(1)) as preferred alternative 108
Friendship and Cooperation Treaty (Djibouti–France) (1977), alleged violation

44-51
conclusion and entry into force 44
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INDEX 773

Court’s analysis and findings 47-51, 52, 53
legal nature of obligations 47-8
object and purpose/means of implementation 47-8

parties’ arguments
Djibouti 45-6, 51-2, 53
France 46-7, 53

summary of treaty provisions 45
Head of State, immunity from obligation to give evidence (VCDR 31(2))

66-71
compliance with municipal law and 72
constraint measures and 69, 135-8
Court’s analysis and findings 69-71
international courtesy and 70, 88-9, 135, 138
parties’ arguments

Djibouti 66-8
France 68-9

Head of State, inviolability of person (VCDR 29)
disclosure of confidential information relating to 70-1, 88-9, 116-17,

138-9
parties’ arguments

Djibouti 71-2
France 72

timing of witness summons as infringement of dignity 72-3, 139
Head of State, inviolability of person (VCDR 29) (including right to respect and

protection of dignity), as customary international law 134
Internationally Protected Persons Convention (1973), applicability 65-6
jurisdiction 28-44
letters rogatory, obligation to implement (MACMT 3(1)) 51-65

alleged undertaking by France 54-6, 87, 88, 131
Court’s analysis and findings 56
text and parties’ arguments 54-6

good faith obligation (VCLT 26) and 61-2, 109-11
‘in accordance with its law’ 52-4, 127-32

renvoi and 128
obligation of result distinguished 53-4
reciprocity requirement 51-2, 87, 88, 125-7
refusal (France) 56-65
refusal, obligation to give reasons (MACMT 17) 57-9, 62-5,

108-14
Court’s analysis and findings 59-65
failure to prove despatch of letter containing 62-3
parties’ arguments (Djibouti) 57-8
parties’ arguments (France) 58-9

sufficiency 63
treaty provision as determinant 52

mutual/judicial assistance
applicable law 26-8, 52-4
at discretion of requested State 59-65, 109-11
reciprocity requirement 51-2, 87, 88, 125-7
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774 INDEX

Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and merits (cont.)
refusal/rejection of request

obligation to give reasons (MACMT 17) 57-9, 62-5, 108-14
security grounds 20-2, 26-8, 56-9, 108-14, 129-31

Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Treaty (Djibouti–France) (1986), alleged
violation of implementation obligation (MACMT 1) 51-65, 125-7

Friendship and Cooperation Treaty (Djibouti–France) (1977), relationship with
85-7

‘in accordance with its law’, French practice 26-8, 127-32
relationship between MACMT 2(c) and MACMT 17 63-5, 132-4

other mutual/judicial assistance treaties compared 64
structure of MACMT, relevance 64

ratione materiae
Court’s finding 41
parties’ arguments

Djibouti 32-3
France 31-2

remedies
finding of violation of treaty obligation as appropriate satisfaction/sufficient

remedy 78, 88-9
public apology 140

right to add additional bases (ICJ 36(1)) 28-9, 31-3, 41-4
separate/dissenting opinion

Guillaume 117-22
Keith 108-14
Koroma 84-90
Owada 96-100
Parra-Aranguren 90-6
Ranjeva 80-4
Skotnikov 114-17
Tomka 100-8
Yusuf 122-40

State immunity of official for acts clearly within scope of duties as organs of State
73-7, 95-6

subject of the dispute (Djibouti Application formulation) 8-9, 37
French response to 39-40

‘subject of the dispute’, obligation to indicate in application (ICJ 40(1)/ROC
38(2)) 102-8

Court’s analysis and findings 40-4
nature of requirement/reformulation by Court 36-9
‘subject of the Application’ distinguished 40-1, 83-4, 91-5, 121-2
‘succinct statement of facts and grounds’ (ROC 38(2)), additional facts and

allegations, right to present 38-9
witness summons to Djiboutian Head of State of 14 February 2007 as repetition

of/equation with summons of 17 May 2005 43, 44, 80-2, 107-8, 115-16,
120-1, 124-5

witness summons/arrest of senior Djiboutian officials (jurisdiction), Court’s
analysis and findings 41-4

arrest warrants 42-3
separate opinions 95-6, 98-100, 124
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INDEX 775

witness summons to Djiboutian Head of State of 14 February 2007 43-4
witness summons to senior Djiboutian officials 77-8

witness summons/arrest of senior Djiboutian officials (merits) 65-78: see also Head
of State, immunity from obligation to give evidence (VCDR 31(2)) and
Head of State, inviolability of person (VCDR 29) above

witness summons to Djiboutian Head of State of 17 May 2005 66-71
witness summons to Djiboutian Head of State of 14 February 2007

71-3
Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), procedural history/factual background

Djibouti requests 12-13
evidence (ICJ)

documentation
after closure of written proceedings 10
documents publicly available (ICJ ROC 56(4)) 10
documents under consideration in domestic court proceedings 11
non-objection, effect 10

witnesses, rejection of request to call 11
factual background 16-28
judge ad hoc (ICJ 31(2) and (3)), appointment 10
judicial investigation (Djibouti) 16-17
judicial investigation (France) 17-18, 22-8
mutual assistance requests including letters rogatory (Djibouti)

17 June 2004 18-19
20 October 2004 19-22
refusal of request 20-2, 26-8

mutual assistance requests including letters rogatory (France) 17-18
applicable law 26-8

non-participation of ICJ judge in case involving own State 10
parties’ submissions

Djibouti 13-16
France 14, 16

pleadings, availability to the public (ROC 53(2)) 11
procedural history 8-16
witness summons (including compliance with French Code of Criminal Procedure,

Art. 656): see also Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France), jurisdiction and
merits, witness summons/arrest of senior Djiboutian officials (jurisdiction),
Court’s analysis and findings

Djiboutian Head of State 22-4, 135-40
to Djiboutian diplomat/senior officials 24-5

N (torture or inhuman treatment in case of return to country likely to cause loss
of access to essential HIV/AIDS medical treatment (ECHR 3))
(ECtHR)

admissibility 325
balance of interests between individual and community as a whole (ECHR) 334-5,

339-40
Court’s assessment

general principles 328-9
application 335-6
as drawn from ECtHR jurisprudence 334-5
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776 INDEX

N (torture or inhuman treatment in case of return to country likely to cause loss
of access to essential HIV/AIDS medical treatment (ECHR 3))
(ECtHR) (cont.)

review of jurisprudence: see extradition, deportation or expulsion to country
where risk of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment (including ECHR
3/ICCPR 7), jurisprudence

Court’s decision 336
dissenting opinion (Tulkens, Bonello and Spielmann) 337-49
extradition, deportation or expulsion to country where risk of torture or inhuman

or degrading treatment (including ECHR 3/ICCPR 7)
benchmark/threshold, ‘compelling humanitarian considerations’ test 334-5
‘exceptional circumstances’ test in cases not engaging State responsibility directly

or indirectly (‘extension of an extension’) 334-6, 337-8
‘extreme’ 344-8

factual background
applicant’s personal circumstances 341-4
medical treatment for HIV/AIDS in UK and Uganda 324-5
UK proceedings 319-24

intentional acts of public authorities/inability to protect against acts of non-State
bodies requirement 328-9

medical care obligation, absence from ECHR 3 334-5, 340-1
parties’ submissions

applicant 327-8
respondent government 326-7
third-party intervener 328

procedure 317-19
protection of social and economic aspects of ECHR civil and political rights (Airey)

334-5, 338-9
‘real risk’/‘substantial grounds for believing’ test 329

N (torture or inhuman treatment in case of return to country likely to cause loss
of access to essential HIV/AIDS medical treatment (ECHR 3)) (UK
proceedings (House of Lords))

deportation/expulsion of alien, State’s discretionary right of, humanitarian
obligations, effect on 284, 328

extradition, deportation or expulsion to country where risk of torture or inhuman
or degrading treatment (including ECHR 3/ICCPR 7)

benchmark/threshold, ‘compelling humanitarian considerations’ test 294-5,
300-3, 311-14

‘exceptional circumstances’ test in cases not engaging State responsibility directly
or indirectly (‘extension of an extension’) 283-95, 305-14

‘exceptional circumstances’ 285-95
‘extreme’ 277, 298-300, 302-3

intentional acts of public authorities/inability to protect against acts of non-State
bodies requirement 284

reason for expulsion, relevance/absolute nature of obligation 284, 285, 293-4
factual background 275-6, 294-5, 297-8, 303-4
interpretation and application of ECHR (ECHR 32) as responsibility of ECtHR

282, 285, 296
jurisprudence (ECtHR)

Amegnigan 293-5, 300-1, 309-10
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INDEX 777

BB v. France 287-8, 300, 344-8
Bensaid (ECHR 8) 291, 310-11
D v. UK 278-9, 282-7, 298-300, 305-9, 311-14
Gezer 310-11
Henao 291-2, 294-5, 300-1, 309-10
Karara 288-9, 300-1
Limbuela 310-11
MM v. Switzerland 289, 300-1
Ndangoya 292-3, 294-5, 309-10
obligation of municipal courts to follow/keep pace with 282-3,

296
SCC 289, 294-5, 300-1
Tatete 289, 300

medical care obligation, absence from ECHR 3 279-80
opinions

Brown 303-14
Hale 297-303
Hope 280-97
Nicholls 275-80
Walker 297

procedural history 276-7
nationality: see also Papua New Guinea (PNG), citizenship, acquisition and

citizenship of Australia/right of permanent residence, renunciation
(Constitution 65(5) and (6))

changes in national and international context, effect 521
limitations on State’s right to determine 520-2, 544-8
loss or deprivation other than by renunciation/expatriation

arbitrary deprivation, prohibition 523-6, 535-9, 544-8
constitutional protection 549
ICCPR 12(4) 537-8
UDHR 15(2) 550

independence legislation providing for 517-22
State succession and

customary international law 550
ILC Draft Articles on Nationality of Natural Persons (1999) 550-1
independence, effect, Papua New Guinea 549-52
option, customary international law 551n.131
State practice 551-2

nomadic life: see family life, respect for (ECHR 8), nomadic lifestyle, relevance
non-disclosure/use of ‘closed material’ (national security considerations)

counterbalancing measures 443-5
cautious use of anonymous statements 444
ex parte hearing 443
need for to ensure fairness 442
opportunity to challenge depositions not presented at trial 443
special advocate procedure 402-5, 444-5

fair hearing/fair trial (ECHR 5(4) and ECHR 6(1)) and 413-14, 441-5
jurisprudence

Chahal 444-5
Charkaoui 413-14
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778 INDEX

non-disclosure/use of ‘closed material’ (national security considerations) (cont.)
Doorson 444
Edwards and Lewis 443
Hamdi 414
Jasper 443
Lucà 443
Van Mechelen 444

non-discrimination obligation (ECHR 14)
nationality

anti-terrorism measures 436-7
ECRI Recommendations (2004) 412

non-recognition of State/government, effect on laws and acts
‘acts necessary to peace and good order among citizens’ (Texas principle)

672-5
divorce: see Emin (recognition of divorce decree issued in TRNC)
jurisprudence

Adams 677-8
Al-Fin 674-5
B v. B 678
Caglar 675, 740
Carl Zeiss 672-3, 739-40
Cyprus v. Turkey 676-7, 714
Emin 713, 740
Gur 678-9, 740
Hesperides Hotels 673-4, 712-13, 740
James 673-4
Loizidou 676, 714
Namibia 713-14, 739, 741

as reviewed in
KTHY 712

nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege/non-retroactivity (ECHR 7) 265-71
rule of law and 267-8

obligation of result: see ICJ judgment, compliance obligation (including
enforcement/implementation) (UNC 94), as obligation of result vs
obligation of means; letters rogatory, implementation obligation,
obligation of result distinguished

pacta sunt servanda/good faith observance of treaties (VCLT 26)
municipal/internal law as justification for non-observance, exclusion (VCLT 27),

municipal law as basis for implementation of treaty distinguished 54, 87,
88

mutual/judicial assistance treaties and 61-2, 109-11
obligation of ‘best efforts’, ECHR 8 obligations 654-60

Papua New Guinea (PNG)
citizenship: see dual citizenship, exclusion (‘no more than one canoe’) (Constitution

64) below
citizenship, acquisition

Constitution 65, text 512-13
CPC recommendations 510-11
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INDEX 779

interpretation by reference to context
Australian immigration law including Migration Act 1958 514-15
historical and social context at time of drafting 514-15

State succession and 550
right of option 551n.131

citizenship of Australia/right of permanent residence (Constitution 65(4)(a))
Citizenship Act (Australia) 1948 and 507, 520-1, 531-4
legislative powers under Australian Constitution

immigration/emigration (s 51(xxvii)) 520
naturalization and aliens (s 51(xix)) 520-2, 544-8
relations with islands of the Pacific (s 51(xxx)) 520

renunciation (Constitution 65(5) and (6)) 513
Migration Act 1958 (Australia), applicability 514-17, 522

citizenship of Australia/right of permanent residence, termination (reg 4) 507,
513-14, 522-3

international law considerations 549-52
text 514
validity 507, 517-23, 528, 529, 535-52

citizenship (general)
Constitutional provisions 511-17
CPC report 509-11
Independence Act 1975/PNG Constitution, interrelationship 529-30
pre-independence 509

citizenship prior to independence 509, 530-2
dual citizenship, exclusion (‘no more than one canoe’) (Constitution 64)

CPC recommendations 510
as fundamental Constitutional principle 515, 517
nationhood and 509-10
object and purpose 517
‘real foreign citizenship’ 513, 537, 538-9
text 512

independence (1975)
indigenous nature of approach to 537
pre-independence background 508-9

Papua, exclusion as part of Australia for purposes of Migration Act 1958 534, 542-3
termination of Australian sovereignty/administration rights (Independence Act 4)

509-10, 518-19
provisional measures (ICJ 41)

jurisprudence
Certain Criminal Proceedings in France (Congo v. France) (Provisional Measure)

164-5
LaGrand 164-5, 231-2
Land and Maritime Boundary (Cameroon v. Nigeria) (Provisional Measures)

162-3
Passage through the Great Belt 164-5
Pulp Mills (Provisional Measures) 164-5
VCCR (Paraguay v. US) (Provisional Measures) 166

measures requested/ordered, compliance with binding decision of Court (ICJ 60),
Court’s power to order 168-9, 176-7, 184-7

prima facie jurisdiction/admissibility on the merits 160-1
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780 INDEX

provisional measures (ICJ 41) (cont.)
purpose

preservation of rights in dispute 162-4, 166
prevention of irreparable damage or prejudice 162-4, 166

request for interpretation of judgment (ICJ 60 and ROC 98) and 159
requirements

connection with dispute before Court 162-4, 166
non-anticipation of decision on merits 167
urgency 162-4, 166

time-limited/provisional nature 178-9, 183, 187
provisional measures (ICJ 41) (Avena) (Order of 16 July 2008) 147-87: see also

Avena case (request for interpretation of 2004 judgment) (ICJ 60 and
ROC 98)

Note: For discussion of matters related specifically to ICJ 60 requirements: see Avena
case (request for interpretation of 2004 judgment) (ICJ 60 and ROC 98)

alleged non-compliance 202-3
Court’s decision/dispositif 167-8
Court’s findings 166-7
dissenting opinions

Buergenthal 168-76
Owada, Tomka and Keith 176-84
Skotnikov 184-7

ICJ judgment, failure to comply (UNC 94) as breach of international law/State
responsibility 166-7, 169-70, 171-2

measures requested/ordered, compliance with binding decision of Court (ICJ 60),
Court’s power to order 168-9, 176-7, 184-7

parties’ arguments
Mexico 151-2, 153-4, 157, 163, 165-6
US 154-8, 163-4, 166

provisional measures (ICJ 41), time-limited/provisional nature 178-9, 183, 187
purpose/requirements

connection with dispute before Court 162-4, 166
non-anticipation of decision on merits 167
preservation of rights in dispute 162-4, 166
prevention of irreparable damage or prejudice/urgency 162-4, 166
prima facie jurisdiction/admissibility on the merits 160-1

requested measures (Mexico) 152
State responsibility for acts and omissions of

officials 166-7
political subdivision 166-7, 171-2, 175-6, 177-8, 185

provisional measures (UNCLOS 290): see also Louisa (St Vincent and the Grenadines
v. Spain) (Provisional Measures (UNCLOS 290)) (Order of 23 December
2010)

admissibility/requirements
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies (UNCLOS 295) 471,

474-5
jurisprudence

MOX Plant 471
Saiga (No 2) 471, 473

non-anticipation of decision on merits 472, 478
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INDEX 781

prima facie jurisdiction 467-9, 471, 473-5, 480-5, 490-1
urgency 477

Orders, 23 December 2010 (Louisa (St Vincent and the Grenadines v. Spain))
462-73

pending constitution of Annex VII arbitral tribunal (UNCLOS 290(5)) 479-80
prescribed/requested measures, jurisprudence, Southern Bluefin Tuna 472
prompt release proceedings (UNCLOS 292) distinguished 479
purpose (UNCLOS 290(1))

preservation of the respective rights of the parties 471-2
prevention of aggravation or extension of dispute, waiver of claims and

472
prevention of serious harm to the marine environment 471-2, 475-7, 478

‘serious’ 476-7
relevant factors, assurances relating to, compliance with best practice to prevent

harm 471-2

ratification, acceptance or approval of treaties (VCLT 14), parliamentary approval,
relevance 47-8

reciprocity requirement: see letters rogatory, implementation obligation, reciprocity
requirement

recognition of government, change of State practice 693
recognition of State

obligation not to recognize 711-12
responsibility for

jurisprudence
Arantzazu Mendi 708-9
Carl-Zeiss 712
Gur 678-9, 712
Maayr 712

TRNC: see Cyprus, Turkish Republic of Northern (TRNC); Emin (recognition of
divorce decree issued in TRNC); KTHY (Kibris Türk Hava Yollari)
(recognition of TRNC)

recognition of State, evidence of/implied
clear evidence of non-recognition/refusal to recognize 709-10
executive certificate/statement, The Arantzazu Mendi 708-9
grant of aviation permits 712, 737-42

renvoi, to municipal law 128
rule of law

clarity and certainty of law/accessible sources of information 267-8
ECHR obligations and 258, 267-8
jurisprudence

CR v. UK 267-8
Streletz 267-8
SW v. UK 267-8

satisfaction for injury caused by internationally wrongful act (ILC 37)
declaratory relief/declaration of, wrongfulness/violation of international law,

Mutual Assistance (Djibouti v. France) 78, 88-9, 134
public apology 140

Spain, genocide, jurisdiction (GC (1948) VI), universal jurisdiction 255
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782 INDEX

State immunity, basis/reasons for
comity 575-6

jurisprudence
The Cristina 575-6
Dole Food 575-6
Verlinden 575-6

as reviewed in
ALRC report 577-8
Zhang 575-80

State immunity, development of doctrine
jurisprudence (including in particular cases discussed or cited at length)

I Congreso del Partido 576-7, 586, 587-9
Philippine Admiral 586
Rahimtoola v. Nizam of Hyderabad 585-6
Trendtex 586

as reviewed in, ALRC report 585-8
State immunity, entitlement of individual/official acting in official capacity

acts clearly within scope of duties as organs of State, limitation to 73-7, 95-6
certification as part of the government of a foreign State 571-5
former officials 569-80
jurisprudence

Grunfeld 572
Jones 363, 573, 580, 591-3
Pinochet (No 3) 580
Propend 572-3
Rahimtoola v. The Nizam of Hyderabad 572, 579-80
Samantar 573
Zoernsch v. Waldock 579

State immunity, procedural aspects
appeal/judicial review/justiciability, admissibility of new arguments 569-70
court’s right/duty to raise proprio motu/need to plead 564-9
as preliminary issue/desirability of determination at early stage 566

State immunity, theory/doctrine, absolute theory/exceptions, relationship 587-9
State immunity, waiver, implied/submission to the jurisdiction, acts eligible for

consideration as, challenge to jurisdiction 564
State responsibility for acts and omissions of

individual/official 166-7, 231-2
judicial authorities 258

jurisprudence, LaGrand 227-30
political subdivision 166-7, 175-6, 177-8, 185, 193-200, 231-2

‘subject of the dispute’, obligation to indicate in application (ICJ 40(1)/ROC
38(2))

forum prorogatum (ICJ) (ROC 38(5)) and: see forum prorogatum (ICJ) (ROC
38(5)), obligation to specify legal basis of Court’s jurisdiction, precise
nature of claim and facts and grounds on which claim based (ROC 38(2))
and

reformulation by Court, Right of Passage over Indian Territory 37-8, 82-3, 105-6
‘subject of the Application’ distinguished 40-1, 83-4, 91-5, 121-2
‘succinct statement of facts and grounds’ (ROC 38(2)), additional facts and

allegations, right to present 38-9, 41-4
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INDEX 783

subsidiarity principle (ECtHR/municipal courts) 433

terrorism, human rights bodies’ action relating to
CoE Guidelines on Human Rights and the Fight Against Terrorism (2002), text

411-12
CoE resolution 1271 (2002) (anti-terrorism derogations) 411
ECRI General Policy Recommendation 8 (Combating racism while fighting

terrorism) 412
title/territorial sovereignty, acquisition and loss, cession, of Papua New Guinea

(PNG) 518-19, 522, 541-4
title/territorial sovereignty, evidence of/requirements (including effectivités)

absence of effective control, relevance 699-701, 725, 730-5
customary international law right to close seaports outside area of control 733-5
Taiwan (direct flights under Chicago Convention (1944)) 703-4, 731-3

absence of effective control, relevance effectiveness principle and 735-6
customary international law 699-700

torture as
jus cogens/peremptory norm 582, 591-3

jurisprudence
Al-Adsani 582
Bouzari 582
Fang v. Jiang 582
Jones 582
Kalogeropoulou 582

torture, civil remedy obligation (TC 14(1)) 591-3
jurisprudence, Jones 591-3
universal/extraterritorial jurisdiction (including omission from TC 14) 581-2,

593
torture, definition/classification as, action ‘by a public official or other person

acting in an official capacity’ (TC 1) 591-3
torture, State immunity and

action ‘by a public official or other person acting in an official capacity’ (TC 1): see
torture, definition/classification as, action ‘by a public official or other
person acting in an official capacity’ (TC 1)

civil proceedings 580-9
Torture Convention (1984) 591-3

jurisprudence, Jones 591-3
travaux préparatoires as supplementary means of interpretation (VCLT 32)

in respect of, PCIJ 40 102
subsidiary role 259

treaties, effect of hostilities/war
Chicago Convention (1944) 728-9
as matter not regulated by VCLT (VCLT 73) 728-9
multilateral treaties 728-9

treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation
Chicago Convention (1944) 699
need for/examples of, Child Rights Convention (1989) 600-1, 623-4,

626-8
treaties, implementing legislation/incorporation, interpretation, unincorporated

treaty as aid 623-4, 626-8
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784 INDEX

treaties, invalidity, termination and suspension (general provisions) (VCLT
42-45), termination, denunciation or withdrawal from, ‘only as a result of
the application of treaty or VCLT provisions (VCLT 42(2)) 724, 726-7,
730

treaties, invalidity, termination and suspension (general provisions) (VCLT
42-45) entitlement to rights and right to exercise them distinguished
723-4

treaties, matters not affected by VCLT (VCLT 73)
applicability of customary international law 727-30
hostilities/war 728-9

treaties, termination and suspension (VCLT 54-64)
denunciation/abrogation, suspension in conformity with treaty or by consent of

parties (VCLT 57) 725
for impossibility of performance (VCLT 61), Chicago Convention (1944) in

relation to northern Cyprus/TRNC 704-6, 725-6
jurisprudence, Gabčı́kovo/Nagymaros Project 727-8

treaties, territorial scope (VCLT 29), extension to, HKSAR 630-1
treaties, validity (VCLT 46-53), ratification without submission for parliamentary

approval, effect 47-8
treaty interpretation (VCLT 31(1)) (general rule: good faith, ordinary meaning,

context, object and purpose), as starting point for treaty interpretation
698, 721

treaty interpretation (VCLT 31(2)) (context)
other treaties concluded by same parties, mutual/judicial assistance treaties 64
structure and content of treaty, examples of irrelevance 64

treaty interpretation (VCLT 31(3)) (points to be taken into account together
with context)

‘any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the
parties’ (VCLT 31(3)(c)), as customary international law 50

intertemporal law/developments subsequent to conclusion of treaty as ‘relevant
rule’ (VCLT 31(3)(c)) (‘living tree’ principle), jurisprudence, Edwards
281-2

treaty interpretation (VCLT 31(4)) (special meaning of term by agreement of
parties), absence of evidence/counter-evidence 700-1

treaty interpretation (VCLT 33) (multilingual treaties/treaties authenticated in
two or more languages)

discrepancy between texts (VCLT 33(4))
effectiveness principle (ut res magis valeat quam pereat) 161
ICJ Statute 161, 182-3

English, French and Spanish texts compared 182-3
English and French texts compared, ICJ 60 161, 182-3

UNCLOS (1982): Part XV: Section 1 (settlement of disputes: general provisions)
obligation to exchange views (UNCLOS 283(1)) 469-71, 485-6, 488-91,

498-9
burden of proof 490-1
jurisprudence

Land Reclamation Case (Malaysia v. Singapore) 469-70, 485-6, 490-1
MOX Plant 470
Southern Bluefin Tuna 470
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INDEX 785

mutuality of obligation 469-70, 490-1
obligation to continue when State Party concludes that possibilities of reaching

agreement have been exhausted 470
‘when a dispute arises’ 469

UNCLOS (1982): Part XV: Section 2 (settlement of disputes: compulsory
procedures entailing binding decisions: jurisdiction
(UNCLOS 288))

critical date 487-8
dispute concerning the interpretation or application of the Convention (UNCLOS

288(1)) 473-7
‘dispute’ 474-5, 486-8, 498
identification of UNCLOS articles allegedly breached as responsibility of the

applicant 500
failure to choose means of settling under UNCLOS 287 482-3, 498

UNCLOS (1982) Part XV: Section 2 (settlement of disputes: compulsory
procedures entailing binding decisions: procedural matters)

admissibility, joinder to merits 471
exhaustion of diplomatic remedies, relevance 470, 488-9
exhaustion of local administrative or judicial remedies (UNCLOS 295) 471,

474-5
United Kingdom

arrest or detention, right to take proceedings to establish lawfulness (ECHR 5(4)
and ECHR 6(1)), SIAC proceedings and 446-8

Chicago Convention (1944): see also KTHY (Kibris Türk Hava Yollari)
(recognition of TRNC)

charter flights (CC 5) 702
landing at customs airport (CC 10) 702-3
obligation to respect subsisting rights 701
sovereignty over airspace (CC 1) 699-701, 703
‘territory of a State’ (CC 2) 701
as unincorporated treaty 699

obligation to exercise powers in conformity with Convention 699
customary international law, treaties and other international instruments reflecting

co-existence of treaty and customary law
limitation of customary international law to questions not regulated by VCLT

(VCLT preamble) 724, 726
State succession, State responsibility and hostilities (VCLT 73) and

727-30
derogation in time of emergency (ECHR 15)

balance of interests between public interest and rights of individual 431-2,
436-7

‘emergency’, ‘threatening the life of the nation’ (ECHR 15(1))
433-8

divorce, recognition/enforcement of decisions relating to: see also Emin
(recognition of divorce decree issued in TRNC)

recognition of State, relevance 664-82
ECtHR judgments, binding force and execution (ECHR 46 [53 and 54])

jurisprudence, Alconbury 282
municipal courts and, obligation to follow evolving ECtHR jurisprudence

282-3, 296
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786 INDEX

United Kingdom (cont.)
extradition, deportation or expulsion to country where risk of torture or inhuman

or degrading treatment (including ECHR 3/ICCPR 7): see N (torture or
inhuman treatment in case of return to country likely to cause loss of access
to essential HIV/AIDS medical treatment (ECHR 3)) (ECtHR); N
(torture or inhuman treatment in case of return to country likely to cause
loss of access to essential HIV/AIDS medical treatment (ECHR 3)) (UK
proceedings (House of Lords))

government, de facto/de jure distinguished 708-9
Human Rights Act 1998 by section

4 (declaration of incompatibility) 401
14(1) (‘designated derogation’) 359-60

Human Rights Act 1998 (Designated Derogation) Order 2000 (derogation from
ECHR 5(1)), measures ‘not inconsistent with its other obligations under
international law’ (ECHR 15), non-discriminatory obligation (ECHR 14)
and 437-8

Immigration Act 1971, detention pending deportation or removal 360-1
Immigration Act 1971, Schedule 3, para. 2(3) (detention pending removal or

departure from UK) 360-1
law of

Family Law Act 1986
text (extracts) 667-8
TRNC status under 680-1

Family Law Act 1986 by section
45 (recognition of overseas divorces) 667
46 (grounds for recognition) 668
49 (modification in relation to countries with a different system of law) 668

Matrimonial and Family Proceedings Act 1984 by section
12 (financial relief after overseas divorce) 664
13 (financial relief: leave of court) 664: text 667
15 (financial relief: standing) 664

recognition of government, change of practice 693, 707-9
recognition of State

clear evidence of non-recognition/refusal to recognize 709-10
grant of aviation permits as implied 712, 737-42
obligation not to recognize 711-12
TRNC 693, 707-15, 737-42

Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC)
arrest or detention, right to take proceedings to establish lawfulness (ECHR 5(4)

and ECHR 6(1)) 446-8
jurisprudence relating to

AF 404-5
MB (FC) 402-4

role 400-1
terrorism, legislation relating to

Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001, Part 4 (Immigration and Asylum)
360: see also A v. UK (ECtHR)

CERD Observations on (2003) 410-11
CoE Parliamentary Resolution 1271 (2002) 411
CPT report (2005) 408-9
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INDEX 787

detention conditions 408-9
ECRI General Policy Recommendation 8 (Combating racism while fighting

terrorism) 412
European Commissioner for Human Rights’ Opinion (2002) 409-10
European Commissioner for Human Rights’ Opinion (2005) 409-10
Joint Parliamentary Committee on Human Rights’ Reports (2001-2002 and

2003-2004) 406-7
Newton Committee report (December 2003) 405-6
non-discrimination obligation (ECHR 14) and 405-7, 436-7
replacement by Prevention of Terrorism Act 2005 395
text (extracts) 398-400

Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001, Part 4 (Immigration and Asylum)
by section

21 (certification) 398-9
22 (deportation, removal etc.) 399
23 (detention) 399-400

Terrorism Act 2000 (as amended by Terrorism Act 2006 and Counter-terrorism
Act 2008), membership and support of terrorist organizations (Part II)
397-8

Terrorism Act 2000 (as amended by Terrorism Act 2006 and Counter-terrorism
Act 2008) by section, 1(1) (‘terrorism’) 396-7

Terrorism Act 2006, scope/object and purpose 401
title/territorial sovereignty, evidence of/requirements (including effectivités)

absence of effective control, relevance 699-701, 725, 730-5
treaties, termination for impossibility of performance (VCLT 61), Chicago

Convention (1944) in relation to northern Cyprus/TRNC 704-6
treaty interpretation (VCLT 31(1)) (general rule) as starting point for treaty

interpretation 698, 721
treaty interpretation (VCLT 31(4)) (special meaning of term by agreement of

parties), absence of evidence/counter-evidence 700-1
United States of America (USA)

consular access (VCCR 36), procedural default rule and 221-3
provisional measures (ICJ) (ICJ 41), compliance (LaGrand ) 231-2
VCCR (1963), Optional Protocol concerning the Compulsory Settlement of

Disputes, withdrawal from 170

Vienna Convention on Consular Relations (1963) (VCCR), Optional Protocol
concerning the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes, withdrawal from
170

Zhang (NSW Court of Appeal)
applicable law 558-61

executive certificate (FSIA 40) 561-2
Australia, State immunity, entitlement of individual/official acting in official

capacity, former officials 569-80
Head of State, immunity from jurisdiction, State immunity distinguished 570-1
judgment (Spigelman) 557-89

concurring opinion 589-93
legislation, interpretation in conformity with international obligations including

customary international law 582-9, 590-1
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788 INDEX

Zhang (NSW Court of Appeal) (cont.)
procedural history 557-8

Supreme Court proceedings (Latham J) 561-4
State immunity

absolute theory/exceptions, relationship 587-9
basis/reasons for 575-80
entitlement of individual/official acting in official capacity

certification as part of the government of a foreign State 571-5
former officials 569-80

procedure
appeal against decision on, admissibility of new arguments 569-70
application to set aside process (FSIA 38) 565-6
need to plead 564-9
as preliminary issue/desirability of determination at early stage 566

torture, civil remedy obligation (TC 14(1)), universal/extraterritorial jurisdiction
(including omission from TC 14) 581-2, 591-3

torture, State immunity and
civil proceedings 580-9, 591-3
torture as jus cogens/peremptory norm 582, 591-3
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